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How mobile devices
changed CAFM, and what
CAFM does the future hold?

Get more for less.
1 year free chiller maintenance with
the McQuay Customer care package.

Maximise the efficiency of your chillers with 1 year Free
maintenance on all your inverter screw and scroll chillers.
Regular predictive planned maintenance can:
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BGVMMXSJUUFOSFQPSU EFUBJMJOHBOZMFBLTBOEEFGFDUJWFDPNQPOFOUT

Call us on 01322 424 950 or email info@mcquay.co.uk for further information.
*For full details on our customer care package visit: www.mcquay.co.uk
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Last month it was announced that Ismena Clout had stepped
down as chair of the BIFM due to her ongoing battle with
           
Ismena personally and I know everyone wishes her the very
best for the future. It does however mean that Channel 4’s
Julie Kortens takes up the post of chair a few weeks earlier
than originally planned. Knowing Mrs Kortens as I do (and I
        ! 
shared surname as a coincidence) I expect, at the very least,
a solution to global warming, an economic plan for Greece
and a Russian withdrawal from the Crimea all negotiated
        "  
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lsewhere, this month sees FMJ continue their recent run of
sending me to report on facilities as far away from the south-east
as possible. Last month it was Newport, Gwent, this edition sees me
on Merseyside looking at the refurbishment of the Liverpool Central
Library. What are the odds that June’s case study will be about FM on
the International Space Station?
On the serious side however, Liverpool Central Library, a Grade II
listed building over 150 years old, is mightily impressive. Having been
completely renovated over the last few years, FMJ went to chat with the
FM team to get the inside track on what drove Liverpool City Council to
make the changes, and the challenges facing Amber Infrastructure and
Cofely UK, both during the work and now that it is complete.

           
           
with a little bit of divination thrown in to tell us what the future holds.
There is also an investigation into how social housing landlords are
working to reduce the number of void properties and improve turnaround
    ! " #

 !     !      
maintenance plans or machinery upgrades when it comes to
managing your energy output.
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for a demonstration.
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THE END IS NIGH!
For HCFC R22
From the end of 2014, the use of the popular refrigerant R22,
for equipment service and maintenance purposes, becomes illegal.

For older cooling plants still operating with R22 refrigerant, be
they industrial, process or commercial, time is running out!
Space Airconditioning plc, independent distributors of
Daikin Europe for over 33 years, has a dedicated R22
replacement advisory team to offer assistance with available
options. Space Air can select from over 650 Daikin models,
from a 1kW split system to a 2MW chiller.

U K D a i k i n d i s t r i b u t o r f o r ove r 33 ye a r s

N O BO DY KN OWS DAI KI N B E T TE R

Contact Space Air for more information!

01483 504 883
R22@spaceair.co.uk
www.spaceair.co.uk
© 2014 Space Airconditioning plc. SA102135-03.14
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way they use energy, focusing on the importance
of communication and behavior rather than
equipments, upgrades and maintenance.
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to reduce the number of void properties in their
portfolios, as well as improving their turnaround
times on vacant buildings.
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businesses and consumers operate, but
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Ed Baldwin, partner at EC Harris, takes a
look at the Committee of Public Accounts
recent report: Contracting out public services to the
private sector.
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In the latest FM Index KPI Survey, compiled
by FMJ and Causeway, we take a look at the
importance of planned preventative maintenance
within the FM industry.
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In this edition of FAST Facts, BM TRADA’s
head of operations, Tom Gregory, explains
the requirements for airtightness testing of
premises, as part of the government’s push to
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Career Ladder:
FMJ chats to Mick Anderson of Esh Facilities
about his journey from apprentice alarm engineer to
facilities manager.

 Next Month
FMJ explores the weird and wonderful world of
natural pest control, goes behind the scenes of

   
 
brings you reports from May’s Hefma and
ThinkFM conferences. There will also be an
exclusive interview with outgoing BIFM chair,
Ismena Clout, discussing the legacy she is
leaving behind. So if you have any thoughts or
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
MAY 2014
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999 operator quits
over musical chairs
When the North West Ambulance Service (NWAS) introduced
an innocuous hot desk policy it hardly expected one of its
999 operators to resign, much less for that resignation to
cause a legal battle that could go all the way to the
European Court of Human Rights.

O

perator Nathan Roberts
   
   
 
     
      
   
   
   !
The emergency dispatcher had
asked bosses for a desk close
to a window and near the back
  )  +
Vue, Manchester to prevent his
 / *
+   !
sign on the seat they said
!      
guarantee that he could always sit in his
 *
Roberts then quit and sued NWAS alleging
constructive dismissal and a breach of the
2   2      *

His case was rejected by both an
employment tribunal and an appeal tribunal
before going before London’s Appeal Court,
    *
+ 3       
defeat and is now thinking about taking his
  4*

MITIE OPENS RESTAURANT IN BRIXTON PRISON
Mitie has converted part of HMP Brixton into a high-end restaurant run by some of its prisoners,
in partnership with The Clink Charity and Her Majesty’s Prison Service (HMPS). The company
 
             
                           
            !          
business meetings.
Mitie already delivers a range of services at HMP Brixton, including mechanical and electrical
maintenance, cleaning, catering, laundry, and project works, and was approached to lead the
refurbishment project.
  
"          
 #    

former Governor’s House, which had been used as storage and administrative space.
  $  %   &'* +/  !    7         
true-to-life restaurant environment. Prisoners are given the chance to gain nationally-recognised
$ # : ;  <=> ?@               ! 
experience working in a fast-paced and fully operational business environment.

6
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administrations since 2009 are
still vacant, according to research
    
Using Local Data Company (LDC) data
on nearly 5,900 shops, Deloitte’s
analysis shows that the high street
is far outperforming retail parks
and shopping centres, which have
respective vacancy rates of 37% and
29% for space formerly occupied by
these retailers. Vacant property expert
SitexOrbis believes this demonstrates
that property owners and managers on
the high street are looking after their
vacant properties more astutely.

Facilities managers are doing nowhere
near enough to make the most of
the technology available to them.
They are failing to embrace available
technology. A webinar exploring how
technology is changing the future of the
FM profession, hosted by FM software
provider Service Works Group, has
shown that 60% of the more than 200
delegates who signed up for the webinar
do not measure desk occupancy.
Meanwhile almost 60% have no policy
on Bring Your Own Device and no plans
to implement one, with just 21% having
one already in place and 11% planning
on implementing such a policy.
Finally 45% revealed that they do
not operate an FM or property software
system of any kind.

FMJ.CO.UK
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Clout steps down as
BIFM chairman

DATES FOR THE

I

7-8 MAY 2014

 9       
 4  "   1 2 
;4"12<  
 =   
   !
Julie Kortens, head of corporate services at
"   &!  *{    
due to take up the post this summer, but Clout’s
decision has lead to the changeover happening
    *
Clout took up her role as chair in May 2012
but has decided to leave the post three months
ahead of schedule because of her continuing
     *7  
that she is not able to carry out her full duties and
the decision is in the best interests of both the

     *
2       +  
in membership and Clout will remain on the board
       *6   
institute extends beyond her role as chairman
of the board having previously been an active
! 
 +    
 *7 !     
London Region, deputy chair of the board and was
   3  7   
      &*
As previously announced, Liz Kentish will
continue her role as deputy chairman until the
         
8         *
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 # #
 %&'(
+& 
workplacestrategysummit.org

17-19 JUNE 2014
0 1 #
ExCel, London
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Women in FM more likely to be bullied
Women working in FM are more likely to be bullied
  &      *8  
according to research conducted by Opportunity
Now, the campaign on gender diversity from
+   "     
   ! $"*
15% of women in FM and support services had
experienced “unwelcome comments of a sexual
nature, unwanted physical contact or leering, asking
 !  )  !  
    )  !   
   >
   *8 
was only topped by construction (22%) the armed
forces (23%) and transportation and storage sectors
Z[\]^ [_] `{!*

Though you might expect to leave bullying behind
when you leave school 52% of women say they have
been bullied or harassed in the workplace, with
over a quarter claiming that those in authority were
abusing their power, undermining and deliberately
!&    )*
Sadly, though perhaps not unsurprisingly,
      +&+  |
   |"   Z}~]^  
   Z\[]^ Z}[]^  
 Z]^*
More than one in six (17%) experienced exclusion
and victimisation or were prevented from
progressing by having promotions or training
     &Z[~]^*

4"12 5   
67+  8 ; <&% 
www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/events/

10 JULY 2014

4"12 $)2
www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/events

17-19 SEPTEMBER 2014
"12$  
New Orleans, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

13 OCTOBER 2014

4"12 $
Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifm.org.uk
1          6
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FM CASE STUDIES
SELL FM BENEFITS
TO BUSINESS
Last month, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors,
 

           

        
             
          !
facility in Salford, the focus for one of the case studies
"   # $  %"
         D
aspect of FM including procurement,
innovation, technology, sustainability,
talent management and health and
safety with organisations including the
BBC, Co-operative Group, Emrill and
Mitie Client Services involved. They
aim to show what can be achieved by
8
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organsiations which take a strategic
approach to FM.
The launch event drew some of
the great and good in the FM sector,
including representatives from
the British Institute of Facilities
Management and newly-formed
Building Futures Group, both of which

have been criticised in the past for
failing to demonstrate to UK Plc the
value delivered by the FM sector. It was
a theme picked up by Alan Bainbridge,
property director at the BBC, who
said that “existing professional
bodies” should have “acted sooner”
to develop the case studies. He went
on to urge facilities managers to “be
bold enough to hold your own” in
senior management discussions. This
is certainly something Bainbridge has
done in Salford. BBC FM professionals
designed the facility using activitybased design while consulting with the
client. The site was not designed by
committee, Bainbridge emphasised,
   J!     
occupiers had thanked him for
being bold.
Demonstrating the importance of
training and development in FM was
David Howorth, MD of Mitie Client
Services, who argued that learning and
development is not an event, but a
lifelong process. He tackled the thorny
      D !    
day leave the organisation, by arguing
that be training them now, they would
deliver value to the client now. He also
gave some insights into the challenges
of managing talent which has been
Tupe’d into the organisation. “Sit with

  # N O     D
about this’.”
The case study document was the
latest move by Rics to engage with the
FM sector, and to demonstrate as a
professional body its commitment to
FM as a strategic discipline. “For Rics
it’s not just about the management
of physical property assets, but also
the management of the people and
processes involved in delivering and
deriving value from the work they do,”
said David Sharp, MD of Workplace Law,
who chaired the event. Explaining the
decision to develop the case studies,
Johnny Dunford, global commercial
property director at Rics, said the FM
sector was “lacking in recognition
and respect and doesn’t get the kudos
it deserves”.
Previous work undertaken as part of
%O %   +    @
the need for a more strategic approach:
noting that while ‘strategy’ in FM is
seen as important by over 75 per cent
of respondents in theory, the average
head of facilities actually spends less
  @J        
to planning and strategy in practice.
Rics is planning further case studies
to be developed this year. To download
the full case study document visit
www.rics.org/fm

If it’s outside your
business focus,
it’s core to ours.
Energy
Services

Technical
Services

Facilities
Management

Cofely can support all the non-core functions of your
business. From energy efficiency to business efficiency,
we’ll manage the activities that stop you focusing on
what you do best – delivering to your clients.

Find out more at cofely.co.uk

Business
Processes
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

OCS SECURES
LONDON
LANDMARKS

YORKSHIRE BUILDING
SOCIETY APPOINTS
GSH GROUP
)#U )     Q
year contract with The Yorkshire
Building Society (YBS). YBS is the UK’s
second largest building society and this
           
opted for a single supplier to manage
its entire estate. GSH will be responsible
for the provision of technical services
across the company’s entire UK
property portfolio totalling in excess of
250 properties. This comprises all
   )      
to supporting four business critical
data centres.

G4S TO PROVIDE FM TO HMRC

Specsavers, one of Britain’s most popular high street
optician chains, has appointed contract cleaning
and facilities management firm NVIRO to clean
its training and support offices in Hampshire. The
year-long contract sees Nviro providing cleaning
services at offices in Whiteley and Eastleigh.

PORTAKABIN has delivered an interim sixth form
centre in just six weeks at a school in Cheshire after
structural defects to an existing building meant
alternative accommodation was urgently required.
INTERSERVE has secured more than £11 million
in cleaning contracts from both new and existing
clients. Highlights include contract wins at
Mercedes-Benz and real estate group CBRE, and
contract extensions at Bournemouth University,
Turner Broadcasting and Walnuts Shopping Centre.

G4S has been awarded a contract to
provide facilities management services
to HMRC Commercial Directorate.
The three-year contract, with the
possibility of an extension for a further
two years, is worth £4 million and
started last month. It will involve G4S
providing a range of FM services, as
well as helpdesk and Computer Aided
Facilities Management (CAFM).

AXIS CLEANING SECURES
JCB EXTENSION
JCB, the global construction machinery
manufacturer, has chosen Axis Cleaning
and Support Services to provide specialist
   )  ! 
   `{  *  
started working with JCB, which has 22
plants on four continents and more than 750 dealerships around the world, eight years
ago. This most recent contract continues the relationship for a further three years. The
    
 !  )      ! 
well as highly specialist, periodical deep-cleans, the exact requirements of which vary
according to each of the JCB divisions and its budget holders.

MAY 2014

Hertfordshire Community NHS Trust has selected
EASYCLEAN to solve the various heating problems
it faced when redeveloping the Queensway Health
Centre in Hatfield.
The Queensway Health Centre in Hatfield
underwent a £3 million redevelopment and
specified EasyClean LST as it provided solutions to
all of the Health Centre’s heating requirements and
is easily retrofitted into existing buildings.

CARILLION has entered a five-year partnership
with Elior to provide catering services at the Royal
London and St Bartholomew’s hospitals. The new
service was launched at Barts Health NHS Trust in
April and includes a high street food retail offering,
Grab and Go outlets, sit down meal facilities and
further variety and choice including locally-sourced,
seasonal, and fair trade options.

/9#     Q 
contract extension to provide security
services to Merlin Group’s worldfamous visitor attractions, the London
Eye, Madame Tussaud’s and the
London Dungeon. The comprehensive
security services include access
control, monitoring the CCTV suites,
bag searches and the full range of
manned guarding.

10

RESTAURANT ASSOCIATES has won a threeyear catering contract worth £540,000 with the
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) to provide
catering service at its new Cannon Street office.

MITIE has been awarded a property management
contract with the Royal Borough of Kingston upon
Thames to manage its Better Homes programme, an
initiative to bring all council-owned housing up to
the Better Homes standard.
The contract is worth up to £7million in the first
year, extendable by performance by a further year
with a total value of £15m.
ANABAS has scooped a facilities management
contract with corporate law firm, Addleshaw
Goddard. Under the new contract, the boutique
facilities management provider, will deliver FM
services at the law firm’s corporate offices across
the UK – in London, Leeds and Manchester. The
services provided under the contract include hard
and soft facilities management services such
as cleaning, M&E maintenance, building fabric
maintenance and security across the sites.

INTELLIGENT
FIELDFORCE PERFORMANCE

LEARN HOW TO

MONITOR
&

TRANSFORM
YOUR OPERATIONAL

PERFORMANCE

SERVICE MANAGEMENT EXPO

STAND P1500
For more information visit
www.cognitoIQ.com
email us at info@cognitoIQ.com
or call +44 (0)1635 508200
www.cognitoIQ.com
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BS 5839-1: 2013 – IMPLEMENTING
THE RIGHT FIRE SYSTEM
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Making the public, private
While the recommendations of the recent report by the Committee of Public Accounts on
contracting-out public services to the private sector are welcomed, they are of no surprise.
Ed Baldwin, partner at EC Harris, looks at the need for improved commercial governance
by the public sector upon both the procurement and management of outsourced contracts

W

hile the recommendations
of the recent report by the
Committee of Public Accounts on
contracting-out public services to
the private sector are welcomed,
they are of no surprise. Ed Baldwin,
partner at EC Harris, looks at the
need for improved commercial
governance by the public sector
upon both the procurement
and management of outsourced
contracts.
An evident lack of the necessary
skills and experience within the
public sector at both central and
local level hinders delivery of the
required outcomes. In defence of the
public sector however, this lack of
    /  
legacy of Compulsory Competitive
Tendering introduced by the Thatcher
administration in the 1980s. The key
drivers then were to squash union
domination of public sector services
and promote a free market ethos on
an underdeveloped provider supply
chain market. This resulted in the
transfer of both skill and knowledge
to the private sector, with little
investment in future succession
planning by government in their
future management of suppliers of
goods or services.
Today’s marketplace clearly
       
outsourcing with a continual need to
deliver sustainable value for money
to the government on the reported
annual spend of £187 billion on
outsourced goods and services.
While the provider market is now
seen as mature and keen to grow
their business with the government,
maturity in both contract
procurement and management skill
is somewhat lacking within the rank

14
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  !  )  
large scale outsourcing projects so
     
and under resourced procurement
)    &  
challenge by the market. Equally in
an environment where SMEs are more
actively encouraged to bid to deliver
public services the procurement
      

made less
costly to
actively attract
local suppliers.
The management
of successful, signed,
outsourced contracts also
requires particular behaviour
from both client and provider.
Focusing on these intelligent client
behaviours, the evident need now
for government is to upskill and
&    
and intelligence.
Evidence from a number of
market sectors where outsourcing
is undertaken (including the
underplayed success of the PFI/
PPP sector), suggests that these
   ) ! 
achieving successful outcomes in
outsourced programme delivery
than those traditionally observed
in pure contractual management
behaviours. It is considered that

real partnering has many potential
       
in attitude that will make future
outsourcing programmes a success.
7  )  
on process led by governance needs
and fear of challenge, rather than
achieving the business outcomes of
VfM and a sustainable standard of
service to the tax payer.
Like a marriage, partnering is a two     !  
within the outsourced market place
of a lack of trust and parity between
the contactor and the client, resulting
in a culture of blame based
  /  !*
There is mutual
appreciation that
this culture
needs to change
and led by
evidencing the
   
outsourcing
not just to
the public

purse, but in improved outcomes
to public services by embracing
innovation and change led by the
private sector.
On this point the report also fails to
focus upon the need to ensure that
government departments specify
robustly the goods or services that
are actually required to be delivered
and to what standard by the supplier.

7      
    
service/performance requirements
that must be met or exceeded.
Experience has shown by simply
       
the historical commoditised product
)       
increased costs once the contract has
been awarded.
The contract terms must also
   
appropriate performance measures
are in situ to incentivise (rather
than penalise) performance by the
contractor. These terms must also
! /       
over the contract term within the
dynamics of the ever-changing
public arena. By accounting for
these measures the opportunity
of delivering value for money
becomes sustainable.
   !) !
results from future outsourcing
programmes UK Plc needs to reform
both its capability and resource
in order to both incentivise and
reward the supply chain market for
mutual reward.
While the Crown Commercial
Service aims to deliver a centralised
commercial capability into a single
organisation, further change is
much needed. This may well require
root and branch reform for a wellequipped system focused on the
right priorities, and that there are
adequate measures of both what
is required and received at both
central and local levels. Meanwhile
professional support needs to be
engaged and lead our public services
to achieve the outcomes required.
  &    
will ensue.
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BEMS Energy audits
Typically up to 85% of Energy consumption is controlled by your BEMS, our
BEMS energy audits focus on identifying BEMS associated energy-saving
opportunities. This includes benchmarking against similar facilities, analysis of

            
BEMS housekeeping improvements.
Energy Management
Our energy management specialists provide proactive assistance with
monitoring and targeting of energy usage. Our specialists can also help with
spend-to-save capital project proposals, energy use awareness campaigns,
help in implementing an energy-focused maintenance culture, utility cost
budgets,recharging, and more.
Our MEDIC aM&T Software
Medic is a web based platform where users can access any
metering and/or BEMS Control data, either real-time or
historically, via the online software suite. The software suite
            
individual and multiple metering points and comparison against time and/or
multiple sites.
Energy Consultancy
In addition to providing expert energy management guidance, our specialists
have the technical skills to implement our energy-saving recommendations for
you. This ensures your organisation will avoid the costly, ineffective ‘report after
report’ situation often produced by advice-only consultation.

0800 294 9943
 

         

sales@bmsi.co.uk

BMSI
BUILDING MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS INTEGRATORS

Making Buildings Smarter

We are recruiting go to:
www.bmsi.co.uk/join-our-team/

Part of

British Gas Energy Services Limited
Trading as Building Management Solutions Integrators (BMSI)
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KPI SURVEY

It pays to plan
The FM Index KPI Survey, compiled by
FMJ and Causeway, has been looking at
how PPM is managed
Fig.1 PPM methods
Proprietary soware
In-house soware

2013

Paper/Manual
2012

2011

I

t is a general truism that the best
problems are the ones that are
prevented – making planned preventative
maintenance (PPM) an important tool in
the FM’s toolkit. The FM Index KPI Survey,
compiled by FMJ and Causeway, has been
looking at how PPM is managed.
In the ideal building nothing ever goes
wrong, everything works perfectly and
complaints from internal customers are
  *    

  )    )  
       *
8        

survey respondents has been tracked by the
survey since 2007 and, unsurprisingly, shows
a general decline in paper/manual methods
 ! *8 
     *
We also compared public and private sector
organisations, which showed very little
 )         
  *
Another area of interest was whether
there was any relationship between PPM
management methods and the successful
    *  & 
those that complete more than 75% of

2010

Another area of interest was whether there was any
relationship between PPM management methods and
the successful completion of planned jobs.”

2009
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Fig.2 PPM methods for those actioning >75% jobs each month

Paper/Manual, 22%
Proprietary soware,
54%
In-house soware,
19%

Fig.3 PPM methods by estate size
Paper/Manual
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Proprietary soware
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    !   {$
Survey asked respondents how they’d fared
 !*  _]   
     ! []
were rated as ‘average or above’ by more than
     *
It would be reasonable to assume that an
) !$$ ! 
and therefore improve the perception of the
        
! *     
completed more than 75% of their planned
      
(rated average or above by more than three
   ^ []*
8         
   ) !  $$ 
      
it’s equally clear that the way that PPM is
     *
Broadly speaking, there are three ways in
       *8 
are manual, paper-based methods, use
   ! 
spreadsheets, or proprietary third party PPM/
   &*
8       

planned jobs each month, we looked at
      )*
8         
the functionality of proprietary PPM/asset
      
PPM regime  *

“It seems quite clear that
deployment of purpose-designed
    
underpins a successful PPM regime
  
the perception of the FM department
  
James Atkinson
Causeway
Clearly the most appropriate method of
PPM management will depend on the nature
of the estate, so we also looked at how these
 !   )   
organisation, measured in terms of numbers
    * 
larger estates are more inclined to employ the
functionality of proprietary systems, as shown
in *

10

0

1-5 buildings
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6-10 buildings

11-50 buildings

51-100 buildings

101+ buildings

In the next issue of FMJ we will cover the management of
communications with mobile workforces.
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Don’t cut corners, clean them.
The new BR 35/12 C with KART – Kärcher Advanced Response Technology – steers like a car for maximum
manoeuvrability and productivity. Just one turn of the steering wheel can pivot the roller brush head through
up to 200º in either direction – meaning it’s never been easier to clean without getting stuck in tight corners.

For more information on how Kärcher can make a difference to your business,
call 01295 752 142, email cleaning@karcher.co.uk or visit www.karcher.co.uk

ADVICE & OPINION

FAST FACTS

Air tight construction
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
In this edition of FAST Facts, BM Trada’s head of operations, Tom Gregory,
explains the requirements for airtightness testing of premises, as part of
 %            
WHAT IS AIR TIGHTNESS?
Air tightness, air leakage or air
permeability is a measure of the
 @           
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IS AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING
MANDATORY?
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 All new dwellings

WHAT DOES AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING
INVOLVE?

(based on a sampling rate)
 All new buildings other
than dwellings
 ‘Large’ extensions to buildings
other than dwellings
       ! 
        
       
    #      
  @   @   

DO I NEED TO TEST EVERY
BUILDING UNIT?
_       ! 
{          ! 
      
    D
      } 
      
   _ ! 
a sampling rate


WHAT PREPARATION
IS NEEDED?
*   
      
##   
ensuring that the
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HOW IS AIR TIGHTNESS
CALCULATED?
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HOW LONG DOES AN AIR TIGHTNESS
TEST TAKE?
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WHAT TEST EVIDENCE IS REQUIRED?
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A Diamond
in the Waste
Waste isn’t just something that
is collected and taken away.
It is a resource which can
be turned from a cost into a
revenue. By wasting waste your
business is wasting money.

Helistrat design, consult and manage programmes which
close the loop and bring materials which were once waste
back into the business to deliver:
- Cost savings and revenue creation
- Improved service and performance
- Reputation management
- Environmental and legislative compliance
- Stakeholder engagement
- Innovative and closed loop supply chain solutions

Visit us at ThinkFM on 13th May at Kings Place London.
www.helistrat.co.uk

enquiries@helistrat.co.uk

02392 604 773

FACILITIES SHOW

Next month sees the relocation of the Facilities Show to its new home in London after
15 years at the NEC, Birmingham. Cathy Hayward reports on what the industry can expect

W

hen UBM, the organisers of the
Facilities Show, announced last
      Y*9 
15 years, to relocate to London’s ExCeL,
there was a collective intake of breath
from an industry accustomed to making
the journey to Birmingham every May.
The news was rapidly followed by an
announcement from EasyFairs that they
were launching a rival show at the NEC.
$ 12\    =  ]
event still has much more to prove, but
all eyes will be on ExCeL from 17-19 June
for the Facilities Show’s relaunch.
The event has been for some time the
biggest exhibition in the FM calendar and
this looks unlikely to change with the
move to London. Although some have
expressed concern that rather visitors will
spend less time at the show as the London
location will allow them to pop in for an
       
have concluded that it will attract a more
senior London audience who would not
have invested the time to travel to the UK’s
second city.
More than 360 exhibitors showcased
  !  [}}!   
_[!     
are predicting the London move will attract
[~       *
+     # 7! 
+&Z 7$^  $67
!     
list of product suppliers from the usual FM
! Z7 7! <&^

   2
and everything inbetween which makes up
the diverse FM world.

"   $    
  <& 7   6 
47!   4 
           
  4  4 !   
4   7    
 !      & *<  
   _[  
 *+     7 
being run in association with the British
         
with the Facilities Management Association
  +    
naturally become a gathering point for the
industry creating a buzz that was slightly
&  _[*
The educational content also looks good
with three days of expert educational
seminars with industry presenters and
panel members including: The Keynote
8  8 +{ 8  
      8    
7 8  *#    
   % {    
{   "    
  *    
 !     
they will be silent seminars listened to by
       !   
acoustic issues always problematic at open
seminar theatres.
   !    7  
+ 3 7!      
visitors’ purchasing requirements with
exhibitors’ products and services live
 8      
and there. This should make it even easier
     &   
help exhibitors meet key visitors.

Join in the FMJ debate, come along
and watch our panel of experts
disccuss whether the prevalence
of zero hours contracts and the
lack of a wider adoption of the
Living Wage is damaging the
reputation and professionalism of
the facilities management sector?
Zero hours contracts – whereby an employee is not
guaranteed any hours of work but is on call for the employer
– are increasingly popular within the FM sector where labour
     Z      
 # 
      !   
criticised by the press, unions and campaigners as being
/   Z          
  _'      @  #  #
alike? Or are they unfair and should their use be reduced to
   O         #
   >  /     _   !
about this important issue, and then join the FMJ team for
           

SEE US
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FACILITIES SHOW

FACILITIES SHOW EXHIBITORS 2014
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FSI (FM Solutions) Ltd

AIT Ltd

FSI is a global-leader in CAFM software, with offices in the UK, Australia
and Dubai, and an international partner network.
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AIT Ltd, established in 1988 provide
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 www.fsifm.com

 0113 273 0300  www.ait.co.uk  solutions@ait.co.uk

Gemini Data Loggers (UK) Ltd

PHS Group plc

Tinytag data loggers accurately record temperature,
humidity, carbon dioxide and power usage locally or
throughout a building, helping to identify areas where
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 +44 (0)1243 813000  www.tinytag.info  info@tinytag.info

 029 2085 1000  www.phs.co.uk  enquiries@phs.co.uk

Bright A Blind Ltd

Dale Power Solutions

Bright A Blind is a “blind management company” that, day-in day-out,
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 0207 700 6000  www.brightablind.com  sales@brightablind.com

 www.dalepowersolutions.com  info@dalepowersolutions.com

GANTNER Electronics Ltd

Flowcrete UK Ltd

GANTNER’s secure solution for activity based working
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ThermaGroup Ltd

Safelincs Ltd

ThermOzone celebrates 20 years of
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LTT Vending
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 01507 464 164  www.safelincs.co.uk/bfm  stuart@safelincs.co.uk

Big Yellow
Self Storage
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CASE STUDY

CENTRAL LIBRARY, LIVERPOOL

A library not doing
things by the book
/         ! 8$ -  8
' :  :8;  # !  <   8
=   $ '   # <  ?  
:  !  #          
     Charlie Kortens   

L

iverpool Central Library stands a
stone’s throw from Lime Street
Station, its location since 1860. Based in
a building that, with its classical columns
and stone walls you would associate more
with Athens or Rome than Merseyside,
the library contains countless books and
archives, occupying 35km of shelving. It
is home to priceless historical documents,
including a 13th century charter granted
by King John to the city of Liverpool,
population then just 500.
Despite the historic nature of the site and
its contents, by the turn of the millennium
the library was becoming run down. The
original building had been damaged by
24
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German raids during the Second World War,
unsatisfactory 1950s repairs marred the
century – old original architecture, there was
crumbling stonework, leaks and parts of the
building weren’t even accessible.
“Everything was very drab and uninviting,”
says David Stoker, service manager, at the
library. “From the outside you wouldn’t
have even known the library was here, we
were overshadowed by the art gallery to
one side and the museum to the other. We
have some superb archives and documents
but we couldn’t store them in the required
conditions. What connections we had
   )      
were terrible.”

For the biggest library in a city that was
European Capital of Culture as recently
as 2008 this was clearly unacceptable.
Liverpool City Council took the decision
to completely revamp the institution and,
in conjunction with architects AustinSmith:Lord (ASL) and facilities provider
Cofely, has completely overhauled and
refurbished the site, creating one of the most
impressive libraries in England.
Old is seamlessly blended with new.
During the restoration, which lasted from
autumn 2010 through to the summer of
2013, many of the original 19th century
features were restored, from clocks in the
spectacular reading rooms, to the paint
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on the sweeping staircases, and, most
impressively, the original electric lights. The
    &       
the city.
But on the other hand the 21st century
has been ruthlessly embraced. iPads are
!  !     ! 
and a sound-proof room is set apart for
people to come to play the library’s X-box.

FM INVOLVEMENT
But of course, this being a library, it can’t
all be dominated by touchscreens and
handsets. There are dedicated reading
rooms, including the Picton Room, which
 )    !  
the entire library.” Which, with it’s sprawling
shelves and leather bound books could have
      6 *<  
FMJ visits it is a haven of silent reading,
away from the hustle and bustle of the main
library. Not that the main library is anything
other than mightily impressive.
" 7 )   
says that when everything was still in the
planning stages the architects promised
to create a building with a wow factor. “I
defy anyone who visits to say they haven’t
succeeded. I’m proud to work in this
building. The entire team is proud to work
in this building. They have all brought
       )  
&
must be unusual.”
Cofely provides a total facilities
management solution, and will do so for
more than the next two decades under
_ !   
 !Z$^
to refurbish the site and then operate it.
Though such a long-term deal is unusual,
Stoker believes that it is reassuring, because
    !  & 
are looking into the long-term future.
“Yesterday, for example, we looked at energy
savings and we can say, yes, that’s good, it
    [   *>
 )      
25 years, so we don’t do anything lightly.
Although we’ve no idea what the world will
be like then, we measure everything up to
try and see how it will play out.”
This isn’t the only thing these two
agree on, in fact they agree on just about
everything and it is immediately obvious
MAY 2014
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that they have established a strong working
relationship. “Communication is essential,”
 ) *<&  & 
contact about what’s going on, I’ll go up and
talk to David or David will come and chat
to me.”
Stoker agrees. “Both teams want what is
best for the library. We work together well
and we both know exactly what we are
responsible for, I think that’s important.
Everything is very black and white.”
For example, while Cofely is responsible for
cleaning, security and maintenance among
 !       
the books. This remains the preserve of
  )*Z8  &  
be checked out on machines more than a
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little reminiscent of supermarket self service
tills, another fusion of the traditional and
the uber-modern.) Cofely for its part tries to
  &  )   
possible. Cleaning is routinely conducted at
night, with the window cleaners regularly
coming in at past midnight. “We try to deal
   > ) 
    ! &* 
as possible we like to have any problems
sorted before David and his team even know
they’ve arisen.”

Central Library the main archives are kept at
18 degrees centigrade, 24 hours a day, seven
&*8    
can vary by is one degree. For photos this
 [   !
kept at a chilly two degrees to prevent any

We’re going to be here for 25 years,
we don’t do anything lightly”

MANAGING
But what are the problems facing an FM
team at such a facility? Surely the library,
with its archives and centuries old buildings,
      )
     (#   ) 
   *$   & ! 
become routine for her, but certainly much
of what she describes can hardly be called
! !) *
6 (8      
last month received 64,000 visitors and is on
 ~    
since reopening in May 2013.
Let’s start with environmental
requirements. As is commonly known, old
documents and photographs have to be
stored in exacting conditions to prevent
them fading and deteriorating. At Liverpool

    )   *
Relative humidity is monitored as well.
It must be kept at 50 per cent and not vary
by more than 5 per cent either side. This
  )      
constant temperature, but thus far Cofely
has managed without fault.
“The key thing is consistency,” says Stoker.
“Whatever things are like outside we must
maintain the same conditions indoors. We
!         
to take out the pollution as, being in the city
centre there is a lot of it. This means the air
is changed several times an hour.”
"     ! ) 
archive areas, which is updated daily. Fob
keys are handed out at the beginning of
the day and must be returned at the close
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CENTRAL LIBRARY, LIVERPOOL
OPENED IN 1860
OLDEST DOCUMENTS DATE TO THE 13TH CENTURY
800,000 VISITORS PER YEAR
OVER 15,000 RARE BOOKS
3 YEAR RESTORATION
$Q:X'Z:'-[AUSTIN-SMITH:LORD
of play. No unauthorised personnel are
permitted whatsoever, neither are any large
groups. Lingering is discouraged and doors
must be shut.
This leads nicely onto the library’s security
needs. Cofely provides a constant security
presence but it is around the library’s most
valuable book that things really become
impressive. Four copies of John James
Aubudon’s Birds of America are kept on
site, with one on public display. Sold
together these books could fetch upward of
£8,000,000. But with the security in place the
cast of The Italian Job, Entrapment and The
   could work together
and still come away empty handed. The
book on display is kept behind extra thick
glass, a mirror is kept underneath, infra red
sensors and alarms designed just for the one
book completing the defences. The pages of
 &  & )
wearing gloves. “We don’t go anywhere near
 & > ) *

ABOVE AND BEYOND
But, although it is called a library, the
building is a long, long way from being just
 &*6 ! !
to those researching their family history.
8    ! 
across Liverpool, is open to the public, and
computers and laptops with free internet
access are available. There is a café situated
   /      !
the library is open, and, as it turns out, this
      *8 
scheduled hours see it open for 70 hours a
week, spread Monday – Sunday.
There is also a dedicated children’s library,
which has been carefully restored to the
same state it would have been
found in back in the 1800’s. The original
paint has been unveiled, along with
the original electric lights, which were
removed during the restoration and then
delicately re-installed.
As you would expect there are rows and
rows of books, comfortable chairs and all
the other images conjured up by the words
“children’s library.” But, more unusually, the
centre of the room is dominated by a large

stage, which is used to host a variety of
performances, you see… Liverpool Central
has signed up too…
Liverpool Central has signed up to the
“Get it Loud in Libraries” scheme, which
puts on musical shows by up and coming
artists. The idea is to give younger teens
somewhere outside of a club to come
to see a show in a safe and hospitable
environment. The most recent show by Nick
Mulvey, on a stage found in the children’s
section of the library, sold out and was a
*7 &  ) 
glad to be part of the “Light Nights” event
which is held annually in Liverpool. This
May, major buildings across the city will
remain open until midnight to encourage
people to come and visit, especially those
who wouldn’t ordinarily have the time, and
  ! 
 )   
local residents.
The contribution to the city cannot be
overstated. The Library has built up with
the museum and gallery which adjoin it.
Far from this being a simple exchange of
         
institutions, unusually and pleasingly,
promote each other and enjoy a mutually
     *<   % 
was being redeveloped many books were
stored, available to the public, next door
in the museum. Not only did this keep the
library’s services open, but it also brought
in more footfall to the city centre’s other
cultural sites. For an area as historic and
/ % ! !  
       ) !
     
with locals, is a must.
All in all the sheer volume of visitors, as
well as the reviews they leave online show
how much of a success the renovation has
been. The architects promised a building
with a “wow factor.” And, together with the
  7  "     
have succeeded. Cofely has maintained
everything and got the building running
smoothly and Liverpool City Council, as
well as the city itself have, at long last,
an award-winning library of which to be
truly proud.
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Painting by
(Carbon) Numbers

&           !   
           " # '  *   
Carbon Numbers, explains how collecting the right information can provide valuable insights
into energy use

A

ccording to a recent report by the
4  9  / ;49/<=
raising the environmental performance
      7  
carbon and money but can improve
     
performance. The BCO claims its
  ]    
     
perform environmentally rather than
7      ! 0 
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also suggests that occupant satisfaction
is impacted by environmental
     
of engaging occupiers when addressing
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 Understand where the energy is being
consumed: The greatest potential for
savings may not always be where
you think. Look at energy consumption
across your organisation and
where behaviour is a factor before
taking action.

Simple data can
provide valuable insights
into the way a building is using
energy and provide the
evidence to tackle
behaviour change”



Prioritise the behaviours you
want to change: Look at where
you can realistically have the
greatest impact. Balance potential
savings against the probability of
achieving change.


Define the outcomes you want

to achieve: Decide what goals you
are aiming for, so that you can actively
monitor performance and feedback
on results.
 Research what motivates or prevents
good behaviour in your organisation:

FOCUS

Find out what is important to your
staff and how they think, behave and
interact with the building, technology
and others around them.
 Secure senior support to unlock
necessary resources: Get permission to
act. Although it is not always necessary
for senior leadership to act as role
models, it is vital they are brought into
the project early on. They will be able to
    " <



to do.
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One quick win, is to revisit complex buildings,
re-tune them and train the people that use them”
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WHAT IS THE
TOTAL COST OF
ROOF FAILURE?
Roof refurbishment is about more than just ‘ﬁxing’ the leaks.
Have you ever considered what would happen if that roof failed?
What is the potential cost to the inhabitants of that building or
workplace? And what does it mean for you as the speciﬁer?
Everyone wants to work with an expert, which is why Sika
Sarnaﬁl is the speciﬁer’s system of choice. We’ve been providing
expert guidance and single ply rooﬁng membranes for over
50 years.
During that time we’ve developed an enviable knowledge of roof
refurbishment and tailored our Sarnaﬁl Plus package to meet
the needs of all projects - large and small. That includes ensuring
complete peace of mind with a full technical service, bespoke
detail drawings, wind uplift calculations, and regular installation
inspections by our technical experts. Each roof project also begins
with a comprehensive condition survey, allowing us to provide a
single point guarantee covering against design, materials, and
installation.*
Why take the risk when you can trust your project in the hands
of the experts?
*Contact us to ﬁnd out more or for a complimentary roof survey.

For further details: 01707 363905
www.sarnaﬁlplus.co.uk
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ROOM
After years of a growing number of empty social housing properties combined with ever-increasing waiting lists,
the number of empty homes is falling. Angela Parry explores how social housing landlords are working to
reduce the number of void properties and improve turnaround times

L

ast year saw a record drop in the number
of empty homes in England – by 75,000,
the biggest-ever annual fall. This has reduced
the total number of empty homes in England
to 635,127, the lowest level ever recorded,
according to statistics published in March by the
charity Empty Homes. There was also a large
drop in the number of long-term empty homes
(those that have been empty for more than six
months), with numbers dropping by over 27,000
to a new record low of 232,600.
This fall is down to a number of factors, including
the improving housing market which has made it
more viable to renovate some derelict houses, says
David Ireland, chief executive of Empty Homes. “The
government’s Empty Homes grants programme
is beginning to bear fruit, but the major factor is
    )        
  *> _[     
to the way in which council tax is charged on empty
homes including the withdrawal of the automatic
           
that a home was empty and the introduction of a
higher level of council tax on homes that had been
empty for more than two years. “This has created
strong incentives for owners to get their properties
into use as soon as possible to avoid incurring extra
council tax,” says Ireland.
About 3.8 million homes in the UK are rented
in the social housing sector, and while there are
approximately 200,000 people designated as
     & 
be much higher when taking into account temporary
and inappropriate housing. Social housing
landlords – whether they be housing associations,
local authorities, or arms-length management

organisations – have therefore made reducing void
turnaround times a priority. But how has this been
achieved and what are the challenges involved?

A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
The reduction in the number of empty properties is
not so much an improvement from the contractors’
     )      
social housing landlord, says Tim Hancock, CEO at
)   *8 !    
improve the way they work, by working more closely
with their supply chain, with increasingly better
joint working to specify what needs to be done to
the property and the inspection process post work.
The work itself, the number of days we get, hasn’t
     !*<    
!         
new tenants.”
New techniques, such as joint inspections and
 !      
a move in standard, are also reducing red tape.
6       )     
local authorities, says Hancock. “HA’s seem to have
an increased pressure on them in terms of thinking
    /  
their approach to how they get the work done. Local
authorities have larger contracts and tend to be
more regimented about their approach.”
In the past, a home may have sat vacant for two
months or more before it was ready for new tenants
to move in, now ‘key-to-key’ turnaround times
!        
with targets set to reduce the time a property lies
empty down to a sector average of four weeks,
says Anthony Owen, managing director of vacant

property specialist VPS. “Some local authorities
and housing associations have set 14-day and even
seven-day targets. So now, the clock starts ticking
        *>
Owen also points to the increasing use of
 !*2    )
     !  [  
leave their property in a clean state, cutting down
on the time required to prepare the re-let. A few
  )     ! 
from a DIY store to complete the redecoration as
another way of reducing the key-to-key turnaround
times. Void property contracts are also increasingly
including penalties if a property is not cleaned and

  *  
are tools landlords can employ to help reach their
tight targets for re-letting voids.”
The key to a quick turnaround time is to
ensure that any work, such as basic repairs and
maintenance or major refurbishment can be carried
  & )       
safe and secure during that time, ready for the new
occupier, argues Richard Sanders, director, vacant
property experts SitexOrbis.

A RISKY BUSINESS
4  /     
squatters, vandals, and other criminals. According
   ! ! _    
is done to property in the UK through vandalism
and arson, with 25 per cent of this relating to empty
properties. There are other costs. Not only do social
housing landlords with empty properties lose out
on rental income, they may pay increased insurance
premiums (unless strict stipulations are adhered
MAY 2014
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to). They may also have to pay substantial repair bills
   &   !  *<  
more, the value and environment of a neighbourhood
may be lowered if there are an increasingly large
number of vacant properties. “Immediately a property
becomes vacant the social housing landlord should
carry out a risk assessment looking at both how
squatters or intruders could access the property and
other potential sources of damage, including water
and electricity. By keeping the property secure –
whether that be through sitexing with steel screens
and doors, alarms, property guardians or extra
security patrols – demonstrates that the landlord
is serious about security which means intruders
are likely to move on to an easier target. Regularly
inspecting the property throughout any void period
has also meant that social landlords can deal with
any problems before they escalate, further improving
void turnarounds.”
Alerting neighbours has also helped improve
turnaround times, adds Sanders. “It costs nothing
to engage the support of neighbours and to educate
them about the increased risk of, for example,
        *
Many neighbours are happy to be the landlord’s
eyes and ears.”
The pressure is also going further down the supply
  8 <&     
manager at Johnstone. “The focus on reducing void
turnarounds is leading everyone in the supply chain
to develop products and services which speed up the
whole process. For example, we only recommend the
use of water-based paint in social housing properties
as it dries quicker and doesn’t impact on neighbours
  *< !!   
have a good coverage with just one coat which means
the void is habitable much quicker.”
But the challenges with social housing properties
are unlike any other property type, says Josephine
O’Connor, business and community investment
manager, at Vinci Facilities, who has spent her entire
career working within social housing, both as a client
and a contractor. “You have instances where people
have abused the privilege of a social housing dwelling
to the extent that it needs additional funding to bring
it up to a living standard. And you don’t necessarily
     &   *>
Even where a property is in excellent condition, and
a previous tenant has made their own enhancements
 
      
other improvements, a turnaround can take time
as these have to be ripped out, and made good
by contractors who need to provide an equitable
standard for every tenant.
There is also the added complexity of people living
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in close proximity who don’t want the disruption,
    &*7  
issues such as language and cultural barriers,
disabled or elderly tenants, together with social
exclusion, as all presenting challenges to both
landlord and contractor.
< _    
the UK, more clearly needs to be done to further
improve turnaround times. Hancock cites the
work his organisation does for the Ministry of
Defence as an example of where social housing
!     *¡
 [  !
Z 2    ^  
void contract with a ‘march in’ standard. “It is a
       
    *<   
and do all work. In the new generation of MoD
contracts, they are even looking to get us to

hand the property back to the tenant to save
handing over several times between contractor,
client and occupier which speeds up the key to
key process. There is no reason why this can’t be
introduced into the social housing sector with
a two, three or four bedroom standard. That
      !  
turnaround times and scheduling but you need
to have a supply chain willing to take a risk.”
Despite the positive statistics there are still
*<  !   %  
_     Z 
59,313), the number of long-term empty homes
in London was virtually unchanged and 14
London boroughs including Ealing, Camden
and Hounslow bucked the national trend and
saw an increase in long-term empty homes. This
means that there is still more work to be done to
improve void turnaround times.

TOP TIPS FOR GETTING A SOCIAL HOUSING
PROPERTY READY FOR REOCCUPATION:
 Most properties will need to be thoroughly cleaned and even refurbished, especially those
that have been lying empty for a long time. Floor coverings, which may have been removed,
will have to be reinstated. If the property has been well-maintained while it has been vacant,
then this work will be quick. But should the property have been allowed to fall into a state
of disrepair, this stage can take a long time.
 Reconnect the utilities: contacting the utilities companies and informing them when the
property will be reoccupied and when you want the utilities reconnected is an essential part
of the preparation process. This may need to be done well in advance of any reoccupation
for the purposes of refurbishment and showing the building to potential tenants.
 Inform your insurer that the property is to be reoccupied and the relevant date to ensure
you are not in breach of the “change of occupancy clause”. This may well reduce your rate
and/or improve your cover.
 Inform the fire service: just as you informed the fire service when the property became
vacant, you should also contact them to let them know that it will be reoccupied, the
location of fire water supplies and when these and sprinklers will be connected. The local
authority should also be informed of the building’s proposed change of status, and it is
good practice to inform neighbours where appropriate. Most will be relieved to know that
the property will be reoccupied.
 Adjust security: occupied property will usually require less stringent security than an empty
building, so adjust the building’s security appropriately. However, be aware that in the runup to reoccupation, for example when the building is being refurbed or tenants have moved
some fixtures and fittings in but are not yet in full occupation, the building is vulnerable to
thieves and squatters and security may need to be heightened at this time.
 Risk assessment: before reoccupation, make a thorough inspection of the property,
including a full risk assessment, to ensure that it is suitable for reoccupation.
SitexOrbis has written the British Institute of Facilities Management guide to Vacant Property Management.
The guide looks at why buildings can become vacant; the risks of vacant buildings; managing a building’s
closure; the principles of managing an empty building; and getting a building ready for reoccupation or
demolition. It can be accessed online at www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/knowledge/resources/goodpracticeguides

Mobile Technology:
A Global Facilities
Management Trend
Obtain a complimentary
white paper which explores:
Â The rise of mobile working in
facilities management

Â The advantages of mobile technology
& its beneﬁts for FM professionals

Â How Web & Cloud have impacted
mobile working

Â The beneﬁts of implementing a
mobile strategy
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PAT testing
is changing
Only Apollo 600 puts it in a
risk-based health &safety setting
Only the new Apollo 600 integrates PAT testing
with risk assessment so you can comply with
the latest IET Code of Practice.
PAT tester:
Full suite of advanced electrical safety tests
Risk assessment:
For both electrical and universal risks
On-board camera:
Visual evidence to tag against records
Health & safety forms:
Generates reports and certificates via PATGuard 3 Software

Visit www.apollo600.com
Call 0191 587 8741

l @SeawardPAT f SeawardGroup
On-board camera provides
evidence of inspection and
demonstrates compliance
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The Way of the
Mobile devices are changing the way businesses and consumers operate, but how are they
impacting on facilities management software? FMJ explores how mobile is changing CAFM
practices and peeks into the crystal ball for what the future holds

D

evices are becoming smaller and smaller at the same time
       ! 0 
phone in your pocket is far mightier than the super-computers
    Y $      ! $ 
involved in FM will be wondering how long it will be before you
can run an entire building using a device no bigger than the
   ! 1   =     
with the computer-aided facilities management systems we
   =       
technology has seen these systems come on leaps and bounds
      !
“Mobile is currently the most important technology,
especially since more and more smart devices
are available and suitable for use in the
FM industry,” says Jacqueline Walpole.
“Mobile devices have helped to make
CAFM systems a coordinator of
 ) ! *>
Steve Thorley, CEO of The
Changing Workplace, concurs.
“Mobile technology is extremely
important as it is an enabler
and key driver of how we work.
It empowers people to work
on the move and view real-time
information how, where and when
they want. Mobile devices mean
that data from CAFM systems can be
viewed when convenient and immediate
access is provided. This facilitates faster
analysis that gives the opportunity to make
better-informed, strategic decisions. This can only be
a good thing as previously a lot of output from CAFM systems has
been base level, static data.”
&{ &     7! <&
has plenty of up to date information and fascinating statistics about
the growth of mobile-aided CAFM. “Mobile working is perhaps the
       / &   
corresponding technology to support the trend transforming the

workplace. Armed with powerful, lightweight digital devices and
    ! &      ) 
but from the need to be in touch at all. Employees are embracing
         !  
    !  &    
 !  !  )      
   _[¢!!*>

THE BENEFITS
But what about more tangible, everyday examples of how mobile
technology and CAFM integration has made life easier
for the FM on the ground? If you want that
information, Steven Jones from Qube is your
 *   !   
of mobile-aided CAFM as you would
like to hear. From the more obvious
examples of improvements, such as
so much information being made
available to so many members of
 ) &     
more disturbing examples, such
as managers being able to track
their employees whereabouts at
all hours of the day.
In all seriousness though, the
    " !
brought to the industry are probably
too many for anyone to ever list, but
Jones certainly tries. “The information
stored on CAFM systems is more accurate, that’s
 
>  *     
everything on paper, half of it was lost, lots was never transcribed
and the rest, you couldn’t read the handwriting. Now we have much
more knowledge.”
Knowledge, as they say, is power, engineers can use the
information available on their mobile devices to look at the history
of any piece of machinery they need to repair, they can look at
parts, schedules and other people’s interactions with the machine.

     +
aided CAFM have
brought to the industry are
probably too many for
anyone to ever list”
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All invaluable information that once upon
a time would have necessitated people
making innumerable phone calls or
continuously traipsing back to base.
But travel time savings aren’t only
achieved on a small scale basis. “We can
compare the amount of time engineers
spend completing similar tasks,” Jones
explains. “If we have a job down as a threehour task, charging accordingly, and all our
 )     
that needs sorting. Alternatively, if one is
taking four hours, maybe that person needs
more training.”
Employees are also able to take photos of
 &     
uploading these to the system to prove
exactly what they have been doing, and
how well they have done it. “Sometimes if
     &  )   &
picture of that and put it on the system, just
to prove it.” Jones laughs. They can also get
clients to approve their work on the system.
       
mobile CAFM is the huge support it gives to
health and safety operations. Information
about asbestos levels, work permits, access
requirements, and risk assessments is
immediately available to the people on the
front line.
<  &     
mobile-aided CAFM, Ian Mapp, speaking
on behalf of IFS, gives a simple response.
“It’s neither a good thing, nor a bad thing.
   
*>+    
and improvements are still clear to him.
   +   !  
systems were overly complicated. Now
workers can use technology they are already
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familiar with, and the potential uses are
far greater.”
For example, what Mapp calls “natural
extension,” becomes far easier. If there is a
&   /     
all the information about previous work
done in the location is instantly available,
along with existing schematics, requisition
information and, to all intents and purposes,
 
 
&)*

THE DOWNSIDE
But it’s not all perfect yet. There are still
bugs to report and things to improve…
“There are still areas where mobile phone
     !    
why we need to ensure that our applications
  &)   >
says Walpole.
“Also there is always a learning curve
with the introduction of new technology
and a small percentage of workers can be
slow to embrace the ‘always on’ world of
mobile technology.”
But it’s not only reluctance to embrace the
digital age that causes problems, sometimes
the pendulum can swing too far in the other
direction and people can forget how to
operate without their beloved technology.
“An over-reliance on technology
  )    
communication,” asserts Thorley. “People
like to have a sense of community and
build relationships and this should never be
underestimated. Having said that it’s vital
to stay up to date with the relevant mobile
technology that’s available to help you get
things done.”
“We’ve found that mobile technology
is increasingly used to measure and
understand portfolio performance and give
 /     
over their work and environment. This
accelerates improved communication
with teams and stakeholders and frees
up further opportunities for companies
to better deliver on their priorities and
collective agenda.”
Something mentioned by almost
everyone FMJ spoke to was cross
platform issues. Is a service provider’s
CAFM solution compatible with the client’s
existing technology? With all modern
technology there are so many existing
      
technologies just won’t work together.
While most negatives will already be
familiar to the majority of FMs, it is Qube’s
Jones who gives the most interesting, and
perhaps unique answer. “The buttons are
> *7 )    
  !  ¥>6
also believes that, despite the prevalence of
mobile devices in everyday life, systems and/
or devices need to be made simpler to allow

 )      ) ! 
backgrounds to discover the system’s
full potential.
He also points out that many companies
aren’t comfortable giving so many devices
access to their systems. This is especially
true of public sector organisations such as
the NHS or police. It is a situation where the
 &      *   
points out that systems can be developed
where all information is encrypted and the
central system manages all communication
with devices. This removes any security risk,
but without any lost time.
{ &  7! <& 
similar concerns. He thinks in the era of
bringing your own device to work, it will be
a challenge to limit the number of operating
systems within an organization, with
fragmentation causing any number of issues.
“Management, support and application
distribution problems could all result. The
use of “consumer” devices for business
inevitably challenges organisations,
particularly when employees use their
own. However, businesses are responding
 +¢2     
 )   *>

THE FUTURE
And what of the future? The creatures of
The Jetsons might have envisioned orbit
cities, a two-hour working week and robotic
maids but FSI’s Walpole insists that the
future will be more about integrating people,
technology and buildings. It may sound
       
believes that “Smart City projects such as
   2  
commonplace and we are already involved
in intelligent building interfaces. So for the
coming years, we see a good trend towards
taking this further, with more wearable
devices and integration into the surrounding
environment enabling augmented reality.”
Smart building, in its simplest form can
       )  
the time of day, or can be as futuristic as an
alarm systems that can contact you directly
   )*#  *
“This trend is getting well under way and
with more items within the workplace and
home being IP enabled – allowing them to
‘talk’ to a CAFM system, the whole workplace
experience is becoming more joined up
and automated but also able to have
less environmental impact than before.”
Walpole explains. “For example, integrating
with access control systems, switching
power, LAN and VoIP phone connections
to hot desks as you log in, taking RSS
    )  * 
prediction for supply of services such as air
conditioning or heating or even towels for
the gym”

Is your software the
backbone of your
operations?

Planet – the CAFM software proven to deliver efficiencies
Planet is the most comprehensive and flexible CAFM software available in the market today. This is a result
of more than 600 organisations choosing the software over the last 30 years and the on-going product
development that we have delivered to support these customers. Planet has become the backbone of these
businesses – contact us now to see what Planet can do to support you.

www.qubeglobal.com info@qubeglobal.com 020 7726 3200
Used in: Government | Education | Healthcare | Industrial | Office | Leisure | Travel

NATIONWIDE CLIMATE CONTROL
SOLUTION SPECIALISTS!
HIRE & SALES

 7HPSRUDU\3RUWDEOH+HDWLQJ
 7HPSRUDU\3RUWDEOH&RROLQJ

Aircraft technology
allows floor access covers
that are 70% lighter

 7HPSRUDU\3RUWDEOH'U\HUV
 7HPSRUDU\3RUWDEOH
+XPLGLÀHUV

 7HPSRUDU\&KLOOHUV
 7HPSRUDU\%RLOHUV 
+RW:DWHU6\VWHPV
INSTALLATION SERVICE

 'HVLJQ,QVWDOODWLRQ6HUYLFH 0DLQWHQDQFH
 )L[HG+HDWLQJ9HQWLODWLRQ $LU&RQGLWLRQLQJ
 )XOO\$FFUHGLWHG3URMHFW0DQDJHPHQW7HDP
 )5((2QVLWH&RQVXOWDWLRQ $GYLFH

Bilco’s innovative new composite floor access cover
uses patented ‘honeycomb’ plates to replace the concrete
normally found in floor hatches.
That saves a huge amount of weight - a massive 55 kilos
in a typical 60x60 cover - without compromising on strength.
It also saves time, as there’s no concrete to set.
The honeycomb is adapted from aircraft technology,
where high tolerances are vital but weight must be minimised.
Bond standard floor coverings directly onto the cover for
a near-invisible finish.



Call 0800 630 0472
LQIR#UDSLGFOLPDWHFRQWUROFRPZZZUDSLGFOLPDWHFRQWUROFRP

Tel: 01284 701696 Fax: 01284 702531
www.bilcouk.com email: bilcouk@bilco.com
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CELEBRATE SUCCESS
13 October, The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
Join us for the facilities management (FM) industry’s most prestigious
night of the year as we celebrate the amazing achievements of the
ﬁnalists and announce the winners of the 2014 BIFM Awards. Be
inspired. Mix and mingle with the stars, over 1,200 guests. Book your
seat. Take your place.
HEADLINE SPONSOR

For tickets and tables visit www.bifm.org.uk/awards2014 today!
awards@bifm.org.uk | +44 (0)1279 712 640 | #BIFMAwards
DON’T FORGET! ENTRIES FOR THE ‘FM OF THE YEAR’ CATEGORY CLOSE ON 27 JUNE 2014
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DALKIA SUPPLIES CHP TO
BRUSSELS HOSPITAL

ADLER AND ALLAN RANKS 31 ON THE SUNDAY
TIMES BDO PROFIT TRACK

Leading energy management services provider Dalkia has supplied StZ   % &   + !     !  #
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The environmental services provider, instrumental in protecting UK
businesses and infrastructure assets, credits BDO accolade to investment in
 )      ! !   *
3 &  *[
Adler and Allan now
employs over 450
people, which has more
than doubled since
_[*<  
customer base and
  ! 
demand for its services,
Adler and Allan’s
positive momentum
is continuing and it
   
  
    *
"       
   <    ! 8 
7 8 +2$ 8&[*    
    )          
term partnerships with our customers in order to deliver an increasingly
      !        *>
$ 8&[   8&    
8 7 8   *

 www.dalkia.co.uk

 www.adlerandallan.co.uk

 +44 (0)1784 496200

SAINT-GOBAIN LAUNCHES
PART L DESIGN GUIDE
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 www.saint-gobain.co.uk

GIVE YOUR FRONT OF HOUSE ADDED SPARKLE
WITH P&G PROFESSIONAL AND CELEBRITY
DESIGNER LAURENCE LLEWELYN-BOWEN
P&G Professional is giving one lucky business the chance to transform their
     &!*  
interior designer and former BBC Changing Rooms presenter, Laurence
% +          
 
 &           *
8     
    !  *
**&|&! 
      
they would make to their
business if money was
 *
The competition
celebrates the recent launch
of P&G Professional’s
  [  
disinfecting products
 !!  
businesses who purchase
          *
Jayne Clark, sales director, UK and Ireland, commented: “P&G
$       !  &     
   !          
  &   *>
8          __[*
 www.pgpro.co.uk
 0207 611 3774
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 ian.savage@ketchum.com
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LANES GROUP IN MAJOR HEALTH AND
SAFETY AWARD DOUBLE

MOBILE H&S MESSAGE CONTROL

The company, the UK’s largest independent supplier of underground
     !    6 ¡7  4 
  "    #7   _[*8   _}  
was informed it had achieved
the RoSPA Gold Award for
occupational health and safety
   
qualifying the company to
 !37$*
8      & 
% 
won the Construction News
6  7  4 
_[*
%  4 
Standards, a comprehensive
workplace guide to health and
safety plus other key elements
of its business, featured
strongly in submissions for both
*
% 2< 
4   8 /        
         *<    
        )
      *>

Messagemaker has increased the interactivity of its digital LED signs and
# #             !   
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 www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

 www.messagemaker.co.uk/twitter-sign

 0161 788 2266

 sales@lanesgroup.co.uk

 01737 774738

OCS CATERS FOR HM REVENUE & CUSTOMS

FASSET CELEBRATE GOLD ROSPA AWARD FOR
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY FOR A SECOND
CONSECUTIVE YEAR

International total facilities management provider OCS has been awarded
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 www.ocs.co.uk

 www.rospa.com/awards

 01293 553121

 023 9249 7608
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FILTER AIR FOR MORE EFFICIENT AND
LONGER LASTING HVAC EQUIPMENT

SAVILLS APPOINT GBM TO STAY ON AT THE ROCK
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8    
million development that
the local residents and
retailers are rightly proud
of and this is down to
   
nonsense’ architecture
and urban design that
/   
requirement of a clean
 !   *
The Rock
development comprises
of over half a million square feet of streetscape and retail accommodation,
   !    *+ ! ! 
!   _[ *
+! 
      
facilities management services for many of the UK’s leading businesses
      &   &  
    *+ %        
7  <   +  _ ) 
   _      *

 www.airintakescreens.co.uk

 www.gbmssg.co.uk

 sales@ecex.co.uk

 01635 244 100

 020 7089 6600

 info@gbmssg.co.uk

FORBO’S FLYING HIGH
    !/       
3   7)&  
   &  7  
   ! *   
  !      
 /     
         *
8  /     
American servicemen’s children had been installed
!       *
8      / 
     *
Coral duo entrance system was installed in the
main entrance as well as in the entrance to each

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk
 0800 0282 162
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/   $¡+
 #& *3  
that Coral duo retains ten percent more
          
     /  
which makes it an ideal choice for
    /!  
dry and clean while also providing an
  !  *
3    !   
    ! 
      * 
     !
      *8 
  4    !  
red of Bleekerstreet highlights the welcome
&*    !   
    
Aquajet water cutting system, which enables
          *8 
sophisticated technology allows for endless
 !   &   
possibilities are limitless, with each section of
      
     /*
In addition, Surestep colour and Safestep

3[_  / 
was installed in the
&   ) 
outstanding slip
resistance coupled
  
maintenance
properties and high
  * 
 ! 
being completely
waterproof, in an
aubergine shade
  
 *
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FIRST SECURITY’S COMMAND
TAKES CONTROL

NEW CAMPAIGN URGES BUILDING
OPERATORS TO TAKE ACTION, NOT RISKS

First Security, powered by Interserve, has launched its latest innovation
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 www.first-security.co.uk

 www.adcock.co.uk

 020 7837 5424

 01223 492700

 info@first-security.co.uk

 media@adcock.co.uk

NEW FIRE DOOR TRAINING PROGRAMME
ANSWERS CONCERNS OVER FIRE DOOR
DEFECTS IN BUILDINGS

PIMS WORKSPACE ANALYSES THE EFFICIENCY
OF GATWICK AIRPORT LTD’S OFFICES
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The analysis
focused on the
overall use and
)    
every working
environment
including meeting
areas, break
out spaces and
training rooms,
as well as noting
the overall level
of occupancy,
assessing the
  )        *
# <       &  %  $ 7
<&     !  )    
&  !     )  ! 
 *$ 7 !        )    
  !  &  !   !     
will equip us with the evidence we need to implement a new and improved
&  *>

 www.dhfonline.org.uk

 www.pimsworkspace.com

 info@dhfonline.org.uk

 01827 52337

 pims@pressplaypr.co.uk
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ALLURA – THE PREMIUM COMPLEMENT
TO YOUR DESIGN CONCEPT
  ) $ *
The ultimate complement to a design
  $  !   
sophisticated designs drawing upon emerging
&       *
Dutch product and interior designer Thomas
4     !
    &/  &
burnt wood or charcoal in its nature, we can now
 !     / 
!  *
8  &  7 < 
    !  ! )  
        *8 7 &
planks also have an intense look and feel achieved
by the use of a dense wear layer and are enhanced
    *
“Inspired by the trend for gradations we took a
Imagine a design concept that breaks new
     )     
boundaries when it comes to the interpretation of
   *<         & 7   *8  
ranges from light to dark over the entire length of
 !  4     
  &   34  
 7      
     !   represents timber in its rawest form, inspired by

      *
+ 
  )   
material in our desire to create a visual that was
reminiscent of the warm and cool tones of metal,
        
    ! *8 8 8 
design is layered in its appearance with a subtle
     *
         
Natural Plywood colours in our Allura range, the
Premium collection now features beautiful shades
  &*8    
layer to the product giving the unassuming design a
&*>

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/allurapremium
 0207 553 9300

NEW STERIBIN STEPS UP TO DESIGN CHALLENGE
5 *          
  7  +        )  
         
   *
                 
  7  +     !    
against growth of
harmful bacteria
 4*" 
%    37*
SteriBin is perfect
for managing food
waste because
users never need to
touch the bin with
   *8 
bin’s sleek design
allows integral
labelling and has
no hidden holes
or crevices where
dirt and germs can
 *
The bin is ideal
for larger sites such as restaurants, canteens and food halls, and the integral
wheels and pull along handle make it easy to move to central collection
 *         !   
     !*
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UNIQUE BALANCE UK — SASH
WINDOW TECHNOLOGY
<     !     
    *!      
2¢      !        
aluminum,
 `$ 
windows, on a
supply only, or
  
 *
< !
full range of
balance feet to
  ) 
attachment
 *
small, compact
feet ideally
suited to secondary glazing, to heavy gauge, side and bottom mounted
     ! % %      
  *
<7   6!2      
         [~&*
% %  !           
for slide and tilt windows and commercial applications where ease of
!      &      
&        !     *

 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 www.unique-balance.co.uk

 01225 816538

 slidingsash@hotmail.co.uk
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WYLDE IA WINS AT PRESTIGIOUS BRITISH
COUNCIL FOR OFFICES AWARDS
4      
   <   

     
+  "   ) Z+"^*8 
company scooped the regional award for
+ " <&    
    78Z`{^% 
who hired them to transform two former
         `{  *
The award winning scheme included a new reception, a technology &
             
)    ¦&  !   *
   <
    
spaces, landscaping and
   §*
<   
    
+   <
thrilled to have won this
*& 
Seco Tools showcases
perfectly what we are
  
   &     *8   

  &      *>
 www.wyldeia.co.uk

NEW 3M NOMAD OPTIMA+ ENTRANCE
MATTING IS ENGINEERED TO WORK HARDER
AND LAST LONGER
   
    /
care innovation with
the launch of new
Nomad Optima+
4   
   
working and durable
that it comes with a
! *
Constructed
from hardwearing
  
 #7 ~8 3 ! !
    )     
 
 
    *8     
  /      *  
!                *
   # ©7 4     
  !         
 !                !
*
2     ! ) # © 
       &        *
 www.3M.eu/OptimaPlus

 Maxine@wyldeia.co.uk

RESTORE’S ACQUISITION OF MAGNUM
SECURE LIMITED

A COMPACT BATTERY POWERED PEDESTRIAN
SCRUBBER DRYER

Restore plc is pleased to announce the acquisition of Magnum Secure
%  *  
[~ ! 
records management and
secure shredding services,
    #4
 4     
4 ¢&  
7 "*2 *
 [_   [
_[   ! 
       
_*~ 4+82      *}*
" 7&    ! 3  8    
       
!  `{*>
+   3      *8
      + <  
       3 
 
               
consolidate the company’s position as the second largest player in this
& *<   3    
management team as they
look to grow their market
share within the dynamic
 !  *>

The Tennant T2 is a compact
battery powered walk
behind scrubber dryer ideal
for cleaning small congested
  *
Save on labour costs
through increasing
 !  
   _}
litre capacity solution
tank the T2 will cover
 _* 
   &  * 
superior engineering
proved with the 2 year warranty
that reduces the cost of labour, maintenance,
!   *
8  )          
  !   !  *< !    
  /        
8_     *>746 &¡& 
 "¡"*
8 8_    )      
     *  !    ! 
cleaning processes, the T2 can go almost anywhere allowing it to clean tight
  *

 www.barclays.com/corporatebanking

 www.clemas.co.uk

 terry.myatt@barclays.com

 07917 504207

 info@clemas.co.uk

 01684 850777
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NEW KEY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OFFERS
REAL-TIME CONTROL AND TRACEABILITY
SERV Trayvou Interverrouillage (STI) has launched a new security
     #   !    #  
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 #67"      ` {  
implement a hot desking program that saves on leasing costs and supports
&   *
  _#67" )
 <& 
to reserve workspace in the
locations where they need to
conduct daily business, and the
organisation will soon upgrade and
  !   
building project, a hospital that will
 [  &  *
“Asure’s account management
team has been very helpful as we
deployed the system and our employees
 &      >
said Brian Gracie, IT support manager at
#67"* 
 *8  
   
and it has become our defacto resource
    *>

 www.servtrayvou.com

 www.asuresoftware.com

 +33 (0)1 48 48 15 15

 jroth@asuresoftware.com

HD SHARMAN LOOKS TO THE FUTURE IN
ANNIVERSARY YEAR

HONEYWELL ENTERPRISE BUILDINGS
INTEGRATOR SIMPLIFIES FM, HELPS CUT
OPERATOR DEMANDS AND COSTS

HD Sharman, manufacturer of gutter-lining system Plygene Gutterline,
      ! *
% 6   +  !     
  &
3 *
$  62
Sharman, De
3  
number of senior
positions within
the building
  *
One of his goals
during this year
will be to manage
    
627  
&   !          ) *
"
   23  %   
have successfully built up a company that remains true to its principles
   !         * !  

  %         
    
   /      
  *>
 _[627   !     !
   [ *
 www.hdsharman.co.uk
 info@hdsharman.co.uk
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ASURE SOFTWARE HELPS NHS GREATER GLASGOW
AND CLYDE SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT A HOT
DESKING PROGRAMME

MAY 2014

 01298 812371
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     &*
The recent upgrades to
EBI centre on:
• Improved integration
« )   
«4    
• Intuitive interface
      
longer just about maintaining
    > $
&   6 +  7  *8     
       *4+      
)    !         
&  !           *>
 www.ebi.honeywell.com
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ACADEMY FLOORING PROJECT TAKES
ON THE WORLD

FIKE FIRE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY PROTECTS
$25M UNILEVER WAREHOUSE IN NIGERIA

Selby Carpets, the leading
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 www.selbycarpets.co.uk

 www.fikesafetytech.co.uk

 0207 739 5051

 fstinfo@fike.com

ACCREDITATION SCHEMES REPRESENT THE ONLY
PROTECTION IN THE FACE OF CUTS TO TRADING
STANDARDS

DORMA LAUNCHES ENERGY SAVING
AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM

 01633 865 558
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Building Regulations
and rising energy
costs have led to a
demand for more
economically and
ecologically viable
  *
<    
 78%4¬ 
23  
  ! 
automatic sliding
door system
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to incorporate sliding doors with varying functions within a building whilst
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23              
performance and aesthetic requirements demanded by industry best
       *

 www.chsa.co.uk

 www.dorma.com
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• Customers receive what they order
• Customers get what they pay for
• Fully audited manufacturers
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE OF LIFT STOCK - IT MAKES SENSE
Jon Stannah, joint managing director of Stannah Lift Services, shares lift
*         
 7         
          
simply replacing old parts and technology with
*        
so that refurbishment projects can be planned
with your service provider and together you can
choose the downtime of your equipment, and
when appropriate, consider how you can provide
   !     *

*)5$ 2$"Y0*Y$Y9* $Y3 #/Y3 $3"9*
%    
!  *$!  !      
&        
fewer breakdowns, more reliable equipment, and
     
 *
  ! !  &
        & 
will keep you up to date on changing legislation
 )        *
If you own or occupy premises in which there
  |    
 8 6  7   <& [\
 
    & 
*    & ! 
     !    
regularly by a competent person, who will inspect
  !      ! 
    *
1**Y9 /1 #*"9"Y) *"2*Y0
Our engineers answer many questions, but
probably the most frequent question asked is how
   ! ! (8   
       *8    
          !
      *
instance, we service thousands of small goods
       
   *¢
may think these small
!    
attention but these
workhorses are relied
on all day, every

 www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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day so need frequent
   *<& 
catering customers rely
!      *
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may be used infrequently so servicing may be less
 *
0$*3 "Y $ 5"10
8          
owners: what to do if someone is trapped in a
 (         
       
  
  ! ! 
 *$     [ 
!      
   *
part of your workplace risk assessment you should
     $ 38
*
¢! !     *
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        *
need to know your engineers are based locally to
your premises so that they can always be called
on should you need them between planned
!  *8     
       *8 
should be familiar with all the latest
legislation and keep you, as
    
     *
Their service should be
! _|\}
*8   
demonstrate their commitment to
   ! 7[
environmental responsibility via ISO
[[      
safety management best practice via ISO
[~[*       
   7       
   !37$     
    *
¢ ! & % 
     *$
us on the number below to request your free copy
or simply download at *    **&|
 |   *
Alternatively come and join us for a chat and
    7  ;[_ 8   7 
 %  4""  [\[  _[*
<&   *
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3    &  
but in time it may be necessary to think about a
     *8    
might be made to:
«$34864$433#"4#283"%<
«$3486434%+%8¢#28643434
%<433`###"787
«342`"44#43¢"#7`$8##27%<43
ONGOING RUNNING COSTS
«"$%¢<86#4<%47%8#
«22%`48¢`3+`%2#

 liftservices@stannah.co.uk

 01264 364311
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GRADUS EXTENDS XT STAIR EDGING RANGE

CUT SCAFFOLDING COSTS WITH EASI-DEC

Flooring and accessories specialist Gradus has extended its profiles to its
         ! ! !   
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safety specialist, has developed
an online cost saving calculator
providing contractors and
   ) !
 &      
     4 2
/    
   ! ) *
The simple tool compares
      
installation time, to calculate
the savings achieved using
4 23/ 7 
!  ) *8 
only information required is
    ) 
and the number of projects per
year and the calculator does
 *
7 7  4 2
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  / !          
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 www.gradusworld.com

 www.easi-dec.co.uk

 01625 428922

 info@easi-dec.com

LANES GROUP CHOSEN FOR
GROUNDBREAKING £330M TUBE PROGRAMME

FILA PROVIDES MULTIPLE BENEFITS WITH AWARDWINNING GREEN LINE
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surface cleaners, to protection and
  !  *3 
introductions to the range include
%442!   
  %$4"$%`7
which is developed for polished and
unpolished natural stone; its
   
     ~] 
 44"244"[$%`7
      
  *
3   % 
applications include The Library of Birmingham, where slate was protected
       %<}~ %" *8 
    !8 8    +    
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 www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

 www.filasolutions.com
 01584 877286
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 01767 691812

 filaUK@filasolutions.com

UK Gutter Maintenance Ltd
Reaching new heights for service and safety

Why should businesses or organisations carry
out an annual gutter clean?

programme in place and indeed may even
lower premiums.

When companies review their external building fabric,
gutters are often forgotten about as they cannot be
seen. As a consequence there is no planned maintenance
 
       
from businesses or organisations who actually have a
problem that needs resolving.

What typically would a planned gutter
maintenance programme include?

Companies should really be pro-active and the majority
of businesses should incorporate a gutter clean as part of
their annual risk management/maintenance programme.
            
can be immense and can cause major disruption to their
          
          
As a result many insurance companies are now specifying
that companies have a regular planned maintenance

A gutter maintenance programme would typically
include a full gutter clean every 12 months ideally by
       
     
attempt to unblock any blocked outlets as a matter
of course during the clean.
Following the clean we would then assess the condition
of the gutters and roof and if necessary undertake any
minor remedials whilst on site.
Following the clean a brief report, advising of the
condition of the gutters, together with any major
          
by before and after photographs of the works undertaken.

SERVICES OVERVIEW
• Major planned preventative maintenance
(PPM) gutter cleaning contracts.
• Fast reliable call-outs for national help desks.
• Gutter maintenance and repair works.
   
 
(up to 10 year guarantee)
• Siphonic system repairs and installations.
• Roof and sky light repairs/replacements.
• Re-testing of safety wire systems.

For further information please contact us on
Tel: 01748 835454 or visit our Web: www.ukgutters.co.uk
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Crown Records
Management
appoints head of
professional services
delivery

SitexOrbis appoints Guy
Other as chief executive
SitexOrbis has
appointed Guy Other as
its new chief executive.
Other has more than
20 years’ success as
a b2b services leader
in a broad range of
commercial sectors.
Most recently he was
   )  7  %  7!  
main board director at Johnsons Apparelmaster.

FM of the Year
Changes Role
Current BIFM FM of the
year Deborah Rowland
has been appointed
head of property assest
management at the UK
Ministry of Justice. She
will be responsible for
workplace and facilities
management for the
Justice estate.
Rowland was
previously head of
facilities management –
policy and strategy at the
Government Property
Unit, where she worked
for over four years.

Crown Records Management has
appointed Mike Dunleavy to the position
of head of professional Service delivery
for the UK and Ireland. Dunleavy brings
over 20 years of records and information
management expertise to Crown, and will
     
* !

Incentive FM
strengthens its
team with two
key management
appointments

BOB TAYLOR JOINS OCS
Bob Taylor, previously managing director of the facilities
management and medical services business at G4S, has
joined OCS as managing director for its Infrastructure and
healthcare division.
Taylor was with G4S for over 12 years and has worked
across the central government, healthcare, education and
commercial sectors.

AUDE appoints new chairman
The Association for Directors of Estates has announced
the appointment of Andrew Burgess as chairman.
Burgess is the deputy chief operating officer at
Loughborough University. He takes up the chairmanship
of AUDE at the 2014 April AGM and his term of office is
one year. Prior to Loughborough, Burgess was deputy
director of facilities management at the University
of Liverpool and assistant director (facilities) at
Southampton University.
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Incentive FM has appointed two new key
members of its management team. Jason
Matthews has joined the company as regional
general manager and Claire Rumsey has also
been appointed as regional manager.
Matthews joins Incentive FM from Mitie,
where he worked as a national account
manager responsible for electrical and
mechanical service provision for the Sky
headquarters.
Rumsey was previously manufacturing
process manager at Pall Europe.

New operations
director for Eric
Wright Facilities
Management
Andrij Korolczuk has been chosen as
operations director at Eric Wright
Facilities Management, following the
retirement of his predecessor Allan
Mazey.
With more than 15 years’ experience in
bidding, mobilising and delivering
Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) and
working with schools, courts, acute
hospitals, primary care and the
Ministry of Defence. Korolczuk will
have the responsibility of leading and
strategically developing the operational
delivery across the division.

Restaurant Associates appoints
business development director
Restaurant Associates has appointed James Greetham as
business development director. Greetham joins from Prestige
%              
has also headed business development at Searcys 1847.

Register at
facilitiesshow.com
/FMJ

Uniting the facilities
management industry
17-19 June 2014, ExCeL London

15 years at the heart of the facilities
management industry
In association with

As the role of the facilities management professional evolves, keeping up to date with the latest
legislation, issues and challenges across a range of disciplines is essential. Facilities Show is
dedicated to bringing you together with suppliers and specialists to share knowledge, debate
current issues and ﬁnd best-ﬁt solutions and products for your organisation’s needs.

Show partner

#FACSHOW @Facilities_Show

Organised by

Air Conditioning

Parking

Buildings
Management

Interiors

IT

Safety

Security

Recycling & Waste
Management

Vending
Machines
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The news that union leader
Bob Crow has died leaves his
movement, for the moment
  =    !
Questions have already been
raised about the RMT's ability
     
    !   
     
    
    =  
       

    7 

can become strengthened but can
also become tense during periods
of change. Consultancy-based
businesses, selling an individual’s
talents, are at considerable risk.
That’s why it’s important to have
a deputy who is empowered, can
speak authoritatively to internal
and external stakeholders and has
awareness of what is going on within and
outside of their establishment.
Personal experience, where I took charge
of facilities at KPMG in 2006, has shown me what

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
0U* *Y3Q#* # "*

succession planning can do to ease leadership transition. In
this particular situation it was a case of sudden illness but by
planning for all eventualities, organisations should be able to
continue providing consistent service and stability. 

GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP AND
THE UK HEAD OF FACILITIES AT KPMG
The sudden death of any individual is
extremely sad but it can also be a time
of risk for an organisation. The level of
risk is determined by the type and level
of service provided.
Guy Stallard
All organisations should have
succession plans in place so that in the
!      ) 
chief executive does depart, their business is not destabilised.
You need to ask what are the risks to your operation in
such an occurrence? Is your management team
strong enough to be able to deal with this
) !(
This planning should also go
much further than the boardroom,
covering all outsourcing. Do all of
your suppliers have a cast-iron
contingency plan for times
of crisis? It is also important
that an organisation does not
become completely reliant on one
supplier, BA and Gate Gourmet in
2005, being a good example of the
pitfalls this presents.
Having an empowered leadership team
which has strong relationships with clients
        
essential to succession planning. It means that in times of
crisis, that team is fully able to deal with all issues arising and
the client can be assured of continued service.
Occurrences such as death, resignation or retirement can be
 !        
face’ of an organisation. Relationships with clients and suppliers

With good systems in
place, even if the main
individual who headed the
company disappears, the
organisation will live on”
– Peter Forshaw
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DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
Succession planning simply
brings into stark relief one
of the eternal dilemmas
of senior managers: if you
do something uniquely
useful, how can you prevent
your absence becoming a
critical threat? And are
    
to face the idea that
your absence might
actually be tolerable rather than disastrous?
Modern communications have, of course,
exacerbated this problem, since there used to be
regular spells of two or so weeks every year when
teams had to cope without their esteemed leaders.
But it seems that holiday is no longer synonymous
with uncontactable, and the temptation for both
leaders and their teams to refer to each other for
updates seems impossible to resist.
Fairly obviously, organisational resilience is needed even
where death of the team leader isn’t expected. While providing
for senior leadership absence may require quite complex
planning, because of the importance of their role, I think that
for any managerial position the same process of checking
through roles and creating continuity options is still necessary
Z           
absent).
However, the underlying principle for all this rests on one
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would be foolish to try. It’s vital to continue the good work that
has taken place with them at the helm. But it’s about looking at
it as perhaps the dawn of a new era with a new person to take
   )    *
In the early days of Servest, when the group was a lot smaller,
the HR function was probably very reliant on me. I didn’t want
to be on holiday for too long and would work in my holidays.
As we’ve grown, I’ve trained my team to step up to the mark
and I’ve embedded a culture within the HR division whereby it’s
business as usual if I’m on holiday.
It’s about making sure that the culture, the identity and
   
  
individual not being there. 

0U* *9"0*# "*
   ) !  *<     
then anyone who has to take over will not only not know how to
    &       

that is going on. So all the attributes of good delegators will
support organisational resilience: openness, good and regular
communication, the fostering of acceptance of collective and
individual responsibility, a no-blame ethos, and mutual support
         
absence of key individuals.
It has always been my view that routine activity should not be
reliant on the presence of the manager, there are other more
useful things a manager can be doing than boosting their ego
by feeling essential, and in any case I don’t like single points of
failure in any system. So the key question for managers is: can
you bear the thought of not being irreplaceable? 

0U* U "*
C-J HOWDEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST
GROUP
It’s dangerous to be so reliant on a
handful of key individuals that the
     
business. Essential knowledge would
be lost and the whole shape, feel and
C-J Howden
culture of the business would change
fundamentally, for the worse.
On the other hand, FM is in the
business of selling the knowledge, skills and talents of its
people. So we need to ensure that people feel valued for their
individual contribution.
In terms of risk planning, it’s about having a talent pipeline
from the ground up, succession planning and sharing
& *         
to have processes and procedures in place so that information
            & )*
 & 63      
retain that person or plan to restructure to give someone else
an opportunity to step up and shine. It’s about reading the
situation before there’s a problem and planning for it.
<     !   
such as Ruby McGregor-Smith of Mitie, it’s about recognising
that if they leave, you simply can’t replicate their legacy, and it

PETER FORSHAW,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
MAXWELL STEPHENS
RECRUITMENT
“The king is dead! Long live
the king!” This really says it all.
Whatever type of organisation
you have, you may be the
charismatic leader or indeed
Peter Forshaw
work for someone that is,
but it is essential that the
identity and infrastructure
does not become unstable purely because the head of facilities
management is no longer around.
In facilities there are many areas of operation to cover.
Whether you are Richard Branson of Virgin or the late Steve
Jobs of Apple, your personality and leadership strengths may
have taken the company to a state of total professionalism, but
the systems should be established and in place so that whether
the original head of the department is present or not, things
continue.
Systems like ISO9001 can help to put in place good quality
management systems and similarly, the rest of the company’s
infrastructure should be strongly supported by a well-informed
team so that no-one is ever indispensable. Good practice
 &         & )
members be absent, no matter their level within the company,
others can take over and continue with the day-to-day running
of the business without missing a step.
Team work is key. A good leader will delegate and manage
and not keep everything to themselves. The latter would be
a dangerous practice, if the leader is suddenly removed for
any reason; the mechanics of the organisation can come to a
grinding halt.
With good systems in place, even if the main individual who
headed the company disappears, the organisation will live on.
They can continue to be there as a keystone in memory only,
 
     *

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: ! 
!!
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WORTH THE WAIT
Why the new niche job boards are the
right place to look for your next job.

W

hen it comes to using the
Internet for your job search,
almost everyone can think of a few
big-name, generic job websites
to hit. Thousands of jobs, CV
libraries perused by equal numbers
of recruiters – it feels like these
should be the golden ticket to
your next role, yet somehow these
boards seem to leave our industry
candidates cold.
Niche job boards are relative
newcomers to the job board market,
yet they’ve managed to combine the
features of the “old guard” with specialist
attention to industry roles to create
something truly unique for candidates
– a place for local, relevant jobs where
you can mastermind a truly targeted job

search for yourself. And while they may
be new, there’s a good reason they’re
already set to overtake the old leaders in
the online job market.
It’s about more than just jobs – when
you put your CV on a niche board, you’re
linking to the pulse of the industry.
These sites provide a place to get the
latest in relevant news, plus you can see
!      !  O  D  
the data to benchmark your own role.
If you’re heating up your job search,
the careers advice on a niche job board
@#   ?   
concerns for industry candidates – this
isn’t a generic advice column telling
you the same thing over and over, this
is help by and for industry pros. Some
boards are even partnered with industry

journals to create a better source of
information and increase the number
of relevant industry headhunters
and agents that see your CV – that’s
      @  
  "  O D
The sites have the features you’d
@ 
    
email alerts to keep you alerted with
a minimum of fuss. Creating custom
job searches allows the latest roles
to hit your inbox in a digest, saving
you browsing time and making sure
you see the freshest jobs as soon as
possible. The top industry employers
   "     ?@
candidates, which puts you in front of
industry leaders and gives you easy
access to what you’ll have to dig for
elsewhere. It’s all about the relevance,
and niche boards nail it.
Convinced? So, how do you make the
most of the opportunity once you’ve
signed up? Once you’re on, keeping
yourself “active” as a candidate helps
draw recruiters’ attention. Always
upload a relevant CV, even if you’re

not looking for work, since the activity
 # @   $  
revise your CV every 2-3 months for
optimal impact. Logging in at least once
 
   @    
since recruiters can pass over inactive
candidates.
Whether you’re making that aggressive
job hunt a reality or you want employers
to come to you, there’s no contest –niche
boards are the right place at the right
time for your career.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

To advertise your
Facilities Management
jobs with FMJ.CO.UK and
JOBSINPROPERTY.COM
please contact Danny or Rob on
01322 662289
danny.grange@kpmmedia.co.uk
rob.alder@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Facilities management is known to be a career that
Name: Mick Anderson
Current role: Facilities Manager
Born: Newcastle upon Tyne
Lives: Tyne and Wear
*  / NEBOSH General
:  #::]Q   #
HNC Business Studies, NEBOSH
Diploma Environmental Management

?  

    7

 J           
apprentice alarm engineer working
across the north-east.

? 3    
   12 $  
    

I think it was back in 2000 when I was
the support services manager for a
  !  @ 
contact centre operation.

   
 @     
concentrate on all things health and
safety and business studies, ensuring
compliance and also importantly on
how to manage other suppliers and
    !  # !  D
With the rise in the importance of
sustainability I then looked towards
environmental management studies.

? What made you choose FM as
 

? What was your worst ever


I really moved over to FM slowly and by
default through my workplace at that
time, moving from been a transport
and logistics manager, into contracts
management, then support services
    @ #   
blown FM.

It was for a now defunct FM operator
who had just landed a large national
contract. The role was to head up their
     _  D  "
     @   #
our views on FM delivery and client
communications, the rest as they say
is history.

?        

   $ 
     

?  
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I was made FM for Spark Response
based in Gateshead, progressing my
support services role. I then started
to bring in all of the varying contracts
for what then became termed the
overhead contracts; such as waste
management, cleaning, security,
catering and equipment maintenance,
 J   
J  
? How did you progress through
      
I have worked with various
organisations that have helped me
hugely in progressing my career,
whether that involved in-house FM,
outsourcing or work as an embedded
managing agent.

? Have you held any voluntary
roles within the FM sector, and how
    
I am very pleased to say with
the support of the wider BIFM
membership, to have been elected
deputy chair of the North Region
supporting Sue Gott and the team,
advancing our profession and
hopefully allowing our membership to
develop further.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector.
Simply my experience and enthusiasm
to want to progress our profession
further and support those involved, be
that via the BIFM or through directly
working with past, present and future
colleagues.

people fall into from other sectors. In this regular
column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional
about how they got into the sector and takes a look
at their career path. This month we talk to
Mick Anderson, facilities manager at Esh Facilities

? What’s changed most since you
  12
The ever increasing use of technology,
!#  !   J! 
be utilised, always an app to help you
along the way.
? If you could do one thing
     12=
   
I wouldn’t change a thing, it’s been
a constant learning curve, and
sometimes your failures become your
greatest learning assets.
? What would make the biggest
   12  $
    
We are at times far too critical in what
we deliver, by nature FMs are generally
very critical in their own right without
been reminded further; and there are
a few regular protagonists who like
to shout this out! The FM profession
certainly needs to promote more
vigorously the value it brings, such as
 $%  @      
 @  
    @ 
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
  
I think its important to recognise
that anybody coming into the
profession can do so via varying
routes, not just academic but also
through apprenticeships and via
indirect supporting roles, giving
them an opportunity to gain a better
understanding across the spectrumof
FM, the last thing we want to do is
only show one route. And many young
  #  @
 

career path. I could turn the argument
on its head as well, the population
is getting older, how do we retrain
and retain skills of the more mature
workforce to help develop and
enhance FM?
? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  <   
At this stage of my career now I don’t
really have a mentor, but I probably
D          
to a number of past colleagues and
it’s been great to see them progress
their roles.
? How would you describe what
you do to a stranger at a dinner
 
I keep people safe, I keep business
operating, I stop things from
falling over!
? What qualities should a good FM
  
In part it depends on your role and the
sector you support, but some ongoing
qualities are patience, communication
 / #     # 
name but a few.
? What are your long-term goals
     '&  
Continue my journey of developing Esh
Facilities into a major UK national FM
provider, enhancing direct delivery.
? What matters more:
challenging/ interesting work, the
   ] 
     7  
_  !  O   / # 
operating dynamically, technology has
changed, mindsets have changed, FM
operates 24/7 365. 

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Whether your in-house
team needs assistance
at busy times, you’re
looking for robust
Business Continuity &
24/7 solutions, or you
simply want to cut costs,
Moneypenny can help.
We’re experts in looking
after calls for corporates.

0333 202 1005
moneypenny.co.uk
hello@moneypenny.co.uk

We look after telephone calls. That’s all we do. We do it better than anyone else.
TELEPHONE
ANSWERING

PENELOPE
PHONE SYSTEM

OUTSOURCED
SWITCHBOARD

DIGITAL
RECEPTIONIST

Carpet Cleaning

Hard Floor Cleaning

Upholstery Cleaning

www.servicemasterclean.co.uk

When your facility has special cleaning needs, choose a
special service provider.
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National. Regional. Local.
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Why choose ServiceMaster Clean?
+ Dedicated     ,                  -
+ )  national         ,         
+ Guaranteed    ,                
  /0
+ Performance       ,    )     
+ &'       %      leaders    
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Email

I would like more information on the following ServiceMaster Clean services
*+   ,  -  -     / ),   -,     / 0

I’d like to arrange a FREE site survey
I’d like more information on carpet cleaning and maintenance
12,  ,   )  3      / 
I’d like to discuss your upholstery cleaning and maintenance services
1  ,   4    4 
1)    ,    /    "56'&$%$5%5
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